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ABSTRACT 

Design: The objective of this review is to describe and evaluate published studies that 

assess the relationships among linear growth, season of year, blood lead levels (BLLs), 

and vitamin D nutrition.  

Methods/Approach: A “Keyword” search of PubMed and Medline databases was 

performed to identify all relevant papers published in peer-reviewed journals. 

Results: The majority of the studies reviewed reported a seasonal variation in linear 

growth. Children living at higher latitudes were found to exhibit the greatest growth 

velocities during the warmest months, possibly due to the fact that at higher latitudes 

they experience a greater increase in daylight hours and greater sunlight exposure 

during warmer compared to colder months. While sunlight exposure may play a role 

in the seasonal variation of linear growth, there was no significant association 

between increases in height and sunlight-induced changes in serum 25-hydroxy-

vitamin D concentrations. However, BLLs were significantly associated with serum-25-

hydroxy-vitamin D concentrations. Although both linear growth and BLLs increase 

during warmer months of the year, bone turnover rates do not follow the same 

seasonal pattern, suggesting that greater linear growth in the summer does not 

increase the release of lead from bone into the bloodstream. 

Conclusion: While the present study confirms the seasonality of linear growth, serum 

25-hydroxy- vitamin D concentrations, and BLLs in children, a causal relationship 

between decreased linear growth and higher blood lead concentrations or between 

increased linear growth and higher serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D concentrations cannot 

be confirmed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Lead exposure can cause potentially permanent cognitive and behavioural 

impairments, especially in children [1]. High Blood Lead Levels (BLLs) during childhood 

have also been reported to cause later pubertal onset [2,3] and have been linked to 

lower height and weight [4,5]. While BLLs in children have declined substantially 

worldwide due to the identification and removal of some of the sources of lead 
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exposure, a distinct seasonal variation of BLLs and the 

incidence of elevated BLLs persists [6,7]. Specifically, BLLs of 

children tend to be higher during warmer months than colder 

months of the year [8-10]. The seasonal variation of blood 

lead concentrations has been attributed to increased outdoor 

activity by young children during warmer weather, leading to 

increased exposure to lead-contaminated air, street dust, and 

soil [7-11]. The increase in sunlight-induced vitamin D synthesis 

in the summer has also been suggested as an explanation, as 

vitamin D may promote gastrointestinal lead absorption in 

addition to its well-documented ability to increase calcium 

absorption [12,13].  

While increased lead exposure during childhood has been 

associated with reduced height [14], we hypothesize that 

greater linear growth in the summer increases the release of 

lead from bone into the bloodstream and is the primary cause 

of the well-documented increase in blood lead concentrations 

during the summer. Additionally, because adults are not 

growing, we suggest that there is little to no increase in adult 

blood lead concentrations in the summer.  

In order to investigate these hypotheses and the causes of 

seasonal variation in BLLs, we conducted a review of published 

studies. We aimed to answer the following questions: 

(1) Is the linear growth of boys and girls greater in the 

summer than during other seasons of the year?  

(2) Is sunlight-induced Vitamin D synthesis during the 

summer a factor that increases linear growth and/or blood 

lead concentrations in children? 

(3) Is there evidence that the summer increase in blood 

lead concentrations is caused by greater linear growth in the 

summer? 

(4) Do blood lead concentrations in adults increase during 

the summer? 

METHODS 

A search of PubMed and Medline databases was performed 

to identify all relevant papers published in peer-reviewed 

journals. The following key terms, Medical Subject Headings 

(MeSH) and the Boolean operators, AND and OR, were used in 

a variety of combinations in our search strategy: (“growth” OR 

“growth and development” OR “body height” OR 

“anthropometry”) AND (“child” OR “adolescent”) AND 

“seasons” AND (“bones” OR “bone remodeling” OR “bone 

resorption” OR “osteoporosis”) AND (“lead” OR “lead 

poisoning” OR “blood lead”) AND (“vitamin D” OR “sunlight”) 

AND “adult.” In addition to the online search, a manual search 

of reference lists was performed to find other relevant articles. 

No limits were applied to the time of publication.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Articles reviewed 

After excluding duplicates, a total of 807 potentially relevant 

articles were identified by the literature search (Figure 1). Of 

those, 754 articles were excluded after examining their titles, 

abstracts, and keywords. Of the remaining 53 articles, 22 

papers were excluded due to insufficient data and/or lack of 

relevance to answering the four key questions of our study. 

Finally, 31 articles were included and further analyzed in this 

review (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seasonality of linear growth in children 

The existing scientific literature on seasonality of growth 

supports the claim that the linear growth of children is greater 

in the spring and summer months than during other seasons of 

the year. The earliest observations of this phenomenon date 

back to the 1940s, with the greatest height increases in normal, 

prepubertal children occurring most frequently between the 

months of March and July [15,16]. In one of these studies (15) 

130 children (65 males and 65 females) were monitored for 

growth from age 12-60 months, including with lower limb X-

rays taken at 6-month intervals on their birthdays and “half-

 

Figure 1: Flow chart of study selection. 
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birthdays” to provide data on ossification. A confounding 

factor in this study is that the children’s birthdays occurred 

throughout the year and often not in the winter or summer 

seasons; this may have reduced but did not prevent detection 

of seasonal effects on growth. The other study of English 

children (16) attending seasonal “camps” revealed that growth 

in one season influences growth in subsequent seasons and 

demonstrated that young children have a “resilience” that 

enables seasons of greater than average growth subsequent to 

seasons of low growth. The authors suggest that resilience is 

one reason for the variability of seasonal growth of children.  

A 1971 paper (17) includes data on linear growth of 260 

“well-nourished” older children aged 7-10 years measured at 

one-month intervals for 13 months. Maximal 3-month rates of 

growth occurred in the spring/summer months from March to 

July and the slowest growth occurred in the fall/winter months 

between September and February. The growth rates during 

the spring and summer months were reported to be 

approximately 2 to 3 times, and occasionally up to 7 times, the 

slowest growth rate during the winter months [17].  

This seasonal variation in growth was also observed in children 

with growth hormone deficiency; two studies showed that there 

was significant seasonal variability at all latitudes with the 

growth velocity in the summer greater than that in the winter 

(p<0.001; n=2277) in these children [18,19]. Interestingly, De 

Leonibus et. al [19] found that growth hormone deficient 

children living at higher latitudes and thus experiencing a 

greater increase in daylight hours during the summer were 

found to have the highest growth rates, suggesting a role for 

sunlight exposure in child growth (r=0.256; p=0.006; n=118). 

However, the association, though statistically significant, is 

weak because only 6.6% of the variability in linear growth 

was explained by greater sunlight exposure. 

Though the majority of the scientific literature reports seasonal 

differences in growth, some studies did not find associations 

between season of the year and growth rates [20,21]. 

However, it is important to consider that few studies measured 

children’s statures during holidays or summer vacations and that 

children living in tropical climates experience minimal changes 

in sunlight exposure, which may be a factor in linear growth. 

For example, children in temperate climates exhibit clear 

seasonal variation in growth, and they experience a faster 

growth velocity in the spring and summer. On the other hand, 

children living in the tropics experience faster growth velocities 

in the dry season, which does not necessarily occur during the 

spring and summer months, but rather when sun exposure is the 

greatest [22]. Another relevant issue is that most studies 

observe higher growth velocities in the spring and summer in 

large populations, but these trends only approximately reflect 

individual growth patterns, and growth of individual children 

often fails to conform to these general seasonal patterns [23]. 

Sunlight-induced vitamin D synthesis and linear growth 

Various studies have found associations between increased 

amounts of sunlight exposure and greater linear growth 

velocity of children, and it is possible that sunlight-induced 

vitamin D synthesis may explain this increase in growth [18,22]. 

Although a majority of studies observe that serum 25-

hydroxyvitamin D levels (of which 90% is vitamin D3) and 

linear growth exhibit a similar seasonal variation, with higher 

vitamin D levels in the spring and summer seasons, there is 

insufficient evidence to conclude that vitamin D is a factor in 

increasing linear growth in children.  

Several studies assessing serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D 

concentrations and anthropometric variables reported no 

significant association between height and vitamin D 

concentrations [24-26]. Dong et al [24] found that serum 25-

hydroxy-vitamin D was not associated with height in 14 to 18-

year-old African-American and white children in the south 

eastern United States (p=0.139; n=559). Sayers et al [25] 

assessed 3,579 children age 7 to 12-years from the Avon 

Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children and found little 

association between height and vitamin D concentrations. Serum 

25-hydroxy-vitamin D levels were even found to be inversely 

related to bone mineral accrual rates, which peak in conjunction 

with linear growth velocity [27]. In contrast, one study of 

Australian women ages 16-25 years old found a strong 

positive association between serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D 

levels and height (r=0.70; p=0.016; n=348) [28].  

Vitamin D3 supplementation studies provide additional 

evidence. Ganmaa et al [29] studied Mongol children ages 6-8 

years old with very low serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D 

concentrations in the winter who were randomly assigned to a 

placebo group or a group consuming 800 IU of vitamin D3 for 

6 months. A positive effect on linear growth was observed for 
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children who had consumed vitamin D supplements, and they 

experienced a 0.90 cm greater increase in height compared to 

placebo-treated participants (p=0.003; n=113). However, a 

weakness of this study is that the diets of the children, including 

calories and vitamin D consumed, were not formally assessed. 

Not all studies done demonstrate that linear growth in children 

differs by season. In a study of 115 blind children and 309 

normally sighted children, normally-sighted children reached 

maximal growth rates during the summer, but blind children 

exhibited no seasonal variation in growth and had peak 

growth rates at various times throughout the year [30]. If 

vitamin D3 played a significant role in growth, then the fact 

that the children were blind would most likely not affect vitamin 

D3 synthesis, which occurs in the skin. However, it is possible 

that the blind children spent less time outdoors, which may have 

accounted for their lack of seasonality in growth. 

While an increase in dietary and/or supplemental vitamin D is 

required to achieve genetic growth potential in children with 

moderate to severe deficiencies [29], the role of supplemental 

vitamin D in linear growth of children with mild deficiencies 

may be too small and/or masked by other factors, such as 

physical activity and melatonin synthesis [24,31-32]. 

Season, blood lead, bone turnover, and linear growth 

Most of the body lead burden is stored in the bones, 90-95% 

in adults and 73% in children. During times of increased bone 

turnover, such as pregnancy, lactation, menopause [32-34] and 

rapid growth in childhood [35-37], more lead is released from 

bone stores, thereby increasing BLLs. However, even though 

linear growth in children increases in the spring and summer 

months, we found no evidence that suggests that greater linear 

growth is the cause of increased BLLs in the summer.  

There is conflicting data regarding the seasonality in bone 

turnover in children. In a study of 6 to 12-year-old African-

American and white children, CTx, a bone marker for 

resorption, was found to be lower in the summer (0.7 ng/mL) 

and significantly higher in the winter (1.0 ng/mL) in African-

American children (p<0.001; n=82) [38]. Another study of 10-

year-old German children mirrored these results, reporting a 

clear seasonal variation of bone turnover markers with a 10 

nmol/L increase in serum vitamin D concentrations associated 

with a significant decrease of -10.5 ng/L in CTx (p<0.001; 

n=2798) [35]. Conversely, a study of 11-year-old Finnish girls 

reported that osteocalcin, a biomarker of bone formation, was 

17.6% lower in March, which is considered late winter, than in 

September, which is considered the end of summer (p<0.01; 

n=196). It is important to note that the study was conducted 

from September to March, and no data was collected during 

the spring and summer months (April-August) due to school 

vacation [39]. If linear growth did influence BLLs, there would 

be increased bone turnover associated with increased growth 

during the summer months. The results of these studies are 

inconsistent and do not provide conclusive evidence that 

supports greater linear growth as the cause of higher BLLs of 

children in the summer.  

There were no studies that examined both seasonal changes in 

blood lead concentrations and in linear growth in the same 

population. However, a significant negative correlation 

between blood lead concentrations of 5-35 ug/dL and growth 

and stature was observed in several studies [40-42]. Using 

data from the Second National Health and Nutrition 

Examination Survey (NHANES II), Schwartz et al [40] examined 

the association between anthropometric variables and BLLs in 

children 6 months to 7 years of age. BLLs were found to be a 

statistically significant predictor of children’s height, and higher 

BLLs of children were associated with a reduction of about 

1.5% in height (p<0.001; n=2,695). Burns et al [41] assessed 

peripubertal Russian boys ages 8 to 9-years-old and continued 

measurements annually for 10 years. Boys with higher BLLs ( 

>5 ug/dL) compared to lower BLLs were significantly shorter 

over the 10 years of follow-up, translating to a height lower 

by 2.5 cm at 18 years of age (p<0.001; n=481). Another 

study by Little et al [42] analyzed BLLs and growth status of 

children ages 2 to 12-years-old living in Texas lead smelter 

communities and found that higher blood lead levels were 

associated with lower age- and sex-specific height z-scores 

(p<0.0001; n=360).  

While bone turnover is positively associated with growth rate, 

there is no evidence that bone turnover and growth rate show 

the same seasonal variation.  

Blood lead concentrations in adults 

The current scientific literature on blood lead is mostly focused 

on children rather than adults. The few articles about adult BLLs 

present conflicting results. Solé et al [43] examined BLLs in 

individuals 15 to 62-years-old living in the Metropolitan Area 
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of Barcelona and found that those who had their blood 

sampled in the warmer months had higher BLLs, but their BLLs 

were not significantly greater than those of study subjects 

sampled during different seasons (F=0.257; p>0.05; n=254). 

Watanabe et al [44] assessed Japanese farmers in 14 regions 

on two successive occasions, once in a winter and once in the 

immediately preceding or succeeding summer. They found that 

the difference between paired values of blood lead of 

individual farmers was not statistically significant (p>0.05; 

n=506) even though the BLLs were usually higher in the summer 

than winter. Interestingly, when the winter and summer 

measurements were stratified by sex, the summer BLLs in 

females were significantly higher than the winter BLLs (p<0.01; 

n=283), but there was no statistically significant difference in 

males (p>0.05; n=222).  

One study found that bone turnover markers in adults were 

significantly higher in the winter months than during warmer 

weather (p<0.01; n=580) [45], and another study of 21 to 

80-year-old males reported higher mean BLLs in the winter 

(6.6 ug/dL) than in the spring and summer (5.8 ug/dL and 6.1 

ug/dL, respectively). The study also found that mean bone lead 

levels were higher in the summer (23.9 ug/g) than in the winter 

(20.3 ug/g), suggesting that bone releases more lead into the 

blood during the winter. In the study’s full regression model of 

blood lead, the interaction terms for season with bone lead 

were highly significant (p<0.0001; n=764) [46]. However, a 

weakness of this investigation was that the men studied in 

summer were not the same men who were studied during 

winter. 

Though it is unclear whether adults in general show seasonal 

variation in blood lead concentrations, some studies 

demonstrate that pregnant women exhibit increased BLLs in the 

winter and decreased BLLs in the summer. Farias et al [47] 

assessed BLLs of pregnant women in Mexico City and found 

that the lowest mean BLLs occurred in the summer (4.7 ug/dL) 

compared to the winter (12.7 ug/dL) (p<0.01; n=513). 

Another study of pregnant women in New York found that the 

highest BLLs occurred from December to March (p<0.05; 

n=188) [48]. This seasonal effect has been attributed to 

increased mobilization of bone lead stores during winter 

caused by decreased exposure to sunlight, lower levels of 

activated vitamin D, and enhanced bone resorption [49].  

Thus, while the seasonal effect on children’s BLLs is well-

established, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that blood 

lead concentrations in adults increase during the summer. 

Recent studies of vitamin D deficiency in children 

A very large (n = 151,705) recently published study of 

children and adults living in Lebanon [50] confirms the seasonal 

pattern of serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D concentrations. A 

multivariate analysis of this large data set identified winter 

season as a significant predictor of extremely low ( < 12 

ng/ml), very low (12 to < 15 ng/ml), and low ( 15 to < 20 

ng/ml) serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D concentrations. Another 

recent study reveals the high frequency of low serum 25-

hydroxy-vitamin D concentrations in 6,896 Chinese children 

age 6-36 months [51] who had a positive (20.7 % deficient) or 

negative (12.1% deficient) H-pylori serum antibody test. 

A recent American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) report [52] 

focused on dietary vitamin D intakes of infants from birth to 

age 11 months. Overall, only 27.1% of the infants, whether 

breast fed or not, had intakes ≥ 400 IU of vitamin D, the AAP 

dietary guideline for infants. The study revealed only minor 

changes in the percent of infants meeting the guideline during 

the seven-year period of 2009-2016. The above three studies 

reveal that vitamin D deficiency in children continues to be 

common and widespread in Lebanon, China, and the United 

States, and suggest that it is also likely to be common in many 

other countries, especially during the winter.  

CONCLUSION 

The present review assesses the relationships among linear 

growth, season of year, blood lead, and vitamin D nutritional 

status. In this review, we found no studies analyzing seasonal 

changes in BLLs and changes in linear growth in the same 

population. However, higher BLLs are associated with lower 

height in children [40-42]. Future studies examining seasonal 

variation in both BLLs and linear growth are needed.  

Although the present study confirms the seasonality of both 

linear growth and BLLs in children, a causal relationship cannot 

be established between decreased linear growth and 

increased blood lead concentrations or between increased 

linear growth and increased serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D 

concentrations. We did not address previous BLL status and its 

relationship to the extent of change in BLLs from colder to 

warmer months, because Ngueta et al [53] have examined this 
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issue in depth. We think that it is unlikely that greater outdoor 

exposure of children to lead in the summer is the sole factor 

responsible for the seasonal variation in blood lead. We 

suggest that factors, such as diet composition, increased 

physical activity, and melatonin synthesis may each contribute 

to the seasonal changes in blood lead concentrations, and the 

potential role of vitamin D should be further investigated [54]. 

Developing a comprehensive and definitive explanation for the 

increase in blood lead levels of children in the warmer months 

will require additional exploration. 
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